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Abstract—Security mindsets can be said to engage elements of situational awareness and analytical, creative, and practical elements of adversarial thinking. Scholars have debated whether this is taught or fostered, but they have acknowledged that security mindsets are critical. Here, the argument is made that implicit features of language itself can be drawn on in everyday K12+ second language (L2) learning settings to introduce members of the general populace and, among them, potential future members of the cybersecurity workforce, to security thinking. Beyond the features of language itself, L2 lessons can also be adapted to familiarize students with explicit security-related topics and scenarios. By exploiting these novel connections between language learning and security thinking, L2 learning contexts can become a security mindset training ground for millions of U.S. students.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cybersecurity education has long faced the challenge of responding to an ever-evolving cybersecurity landscape [1], [2]. Experts have asserted that past educational practices are insufficient for keeping pace and have called for a variety of new approaches [3]. In what follows, I explore a novel approach related to developing security mindsets. I begin by situating security mindsets in the context of cybersecurity education before exploring potential links between security mindsets and second language (L2) learning. I conclude with preliminary thoughts on how to leverage these links in L2 learning settings.

A. Past Practice

Cybersecurity education in the U.S. has historically been rooted in programs separate from the rest of the curriculum [4] and have generally treated cybersecurity as a specialized, technical problem [5]. This “technification” [6] of cybersecurity arguably left the cybersecurity workforce with strong analytical and technical skills but weaker creative and practical skills [7]. In addition, introductory programming and cybersecurity courses often prioritized software over security [3]. Taken together, a picture of cybersecurity education emerges where human elements were largely overlooked and security presented as an afterthought.

B. Present Calls for Change

While scholars still highlight the need for technical training to keep pace with changes (e.g., [3], [8]) there is also recognition that the fundamentals of security are not technical but human [9] - [12]. In addition, [7, p. 10] observed that “although today’s cybercrime is worlds apart from the hacking of the 1980’s…the fundamental techniques…have not changed.” A push to focus on enduring security principles has therefore been gaining traction among cybersecurity thinkers (e.g., [3], [9], [13], [14]) and [3, p. 2] asserted that “teaching the ‘security mindset’ might be one of the most important aspects” of cybersecurity education today.

II. SECURITY MINDSETS

A. In Search of a Definition

What constitutes a security mindset[1] and the terminology referring to it has been somewhat fluid [13], [15]. Security mindset concepts have surfaced under the guise of cybersecurity critical thinking [16], cybersecurity situational awareness [17], and adversarial thinking [7], [18]. It has also been presented in terms of imagining how things might fail or be exploited [19]. Severance [9, p. 8] equated a security mindset with attempting “to understand the unexpected directions from which attacks might come.” Katz [18, p. 15] suggested that a security mindset meant “anticipat[ing] the strategic actions of others.” Nassiokas [20, para. 3] described it as “noticing anomalies or ‘things that don’t fit’ in a specific scenario or context” while [21, p. 72] identified the need for having “open and adaptive” mindsets to understand the explorative and exploitative aspects of hackers’ mindsets.

Security mindsets have been framed by thinkers and practitioners as the ability to think like a hacker [9], [22], although [13] and [7] found this problematic. Hamman and Hopkinson [7] pushed for a more precise characterization. They suggested instead that such thinking entailed “the ability to approach system rules, operational spaces, and player actions from a hacker’s perspective” [7, p. 6] and drew on Sternberg’s Theory of Triarchic Intelligence [23] to

1. Security mindsets are typically referred to in the singular as security mindset. I am grateful to Jane Blanken-Webb for her insight that there is no single mindset that constitutes security thinking; to reflect this, I have opted to use the plural whenever possible.
identify analytical, creative, and practical components of adversarial thinking.

While [7]’s work offers a valuable tool for understanding fundamental components of security thinking, [5, p. 4] suggested that approaching these more qualitatively could help further define and operationalize such “a complex set of concrete habits, values and attitudes.” Here, I submit that conceptions of situational awareness (e.g., [24] - [26]) complement understandings of how [7]’s security mindset components work together in concrete contexts. Hailed by one risk management company as foundational to a security mindset [27], situational awareness encapsulates a process of perceiving, comprehending, and projecting [24].

Horneman [26, para. 9] aimed to render [24]’s model of situational awareness more practical for cyberspace, summarizing it as “1. Know what should be. 2. Track what is. 3. Infer when should be and is do not match. 4. Do something about the differences.” By viewing adversarial thinking capabilities through this lens, a dynamic big picture emerges wherein understanding depends on weighing outside information against “knowledge and goals, which in turn informs the projected status of the world” [25, p. 6].

For the purposes of this discussion, security mindsets are defined as an ingrained habit of investigating and identifying how things (including people, systems, and processes) can fail. Used interchangeably in this paper with security thinking, security mindsets can be said to engage components of situational awareness and adversarial thinking, with these informed by domain-specific knowledge and skills. In drawing on aspects of both [7]’s and [24]’s frameworks, a picture emerges of not only specific capacities but of the interplay between them (Fig. 1). These elements work together to protect the penultimate concerns of security that make up the security triad: confidentiality, integrity, and availability.

B. Teaching Security Mindsets

Dark [28, p. 61] wrote that “when cybersecurity educators talk about what graduates need to know, the answer is often summarized in two words: security mindset.” The difficulty, however, is that there is a lack of attention paid to security mindsets fundamentals in existing textbooks [9]. Moreover, scholars have questioned whether security mindsets can even be taught [3]. Hamilton [3] felt that building security mindsets in everyone would ultimately be unfeasible, as most people never pursue careers requiring deep technical skills and thus few will ever grasp the true nature of cyberthreats. Schneier [19] speculated that teaching security mindsets was potentially far more difficult than teaching domain-related knowledge. Dark [28] doubted if it were possible to teach students how to identify and handle ambiguous, complex, and dynamic situations in traditional instructional settings.

Dark [28] also maintained, however, that in reimagining schools as places of experiential learning, this kind of thinking could be fostered. Others have expressed even more optimism: [29] reported finding an effective strategy for developing learners’ security thinking using an adversarial teaching approach. Hamman and Hopkinson [7] argued that certain aspects of security thinking could be developed in students by tying them to specific learning outcomes for the benefit of cybersecurity educators. While [7] questioned if creative thinking could be developed (or simply identified) in students, they held that students’ practical reasoning could indeed be improved through instruction. Kaza [3, p. 2], who also championed the possibility of teaching security mindsets, called for “a deliberate effort,” urging for currently-taught topics to be supplemented with security-related resources.

The call for deliberate teaching aligns with critical thinking pedagogy [30]. Given that security mindsets may be characterized as a specific kind of critical thinking [31], [32], educators would do well to note that students’ critical thinking skills can be developed [30], [33] and that at least some explicit instruction has been found to be necessary [30]. In addition, the potential for developing critical thinking and transferring it to other contexts is boosted when real-life settings are applied [30]. This transfer is valuable in a rapidly shifting cybersecurity landscape.

With this in mind – that developing students’ security mindsets is of critical concern and that fostering security thinking is possible – I move on to explore a potential means for addressing the challenge.

III. SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING AND SECURITY MINDSET FUNDAMENTALS

In what follows, I make the claim that content and processes in K12+ language learning classrooms are particularly well-suited to meet the challenge of developing students’ foundational security thinking. Second language (L2) learning instructional settings – including foreign language (FL), English language learning (ELL), and sign language – can provide a security mindset “training ground” in multiple ways.
A. Exploiting Features of Language

One way that L2 settings can foster students’ security mindsets hinges on the fact that languages themselves are rule-governed [34], creative [35], and practical [36]. This corresponds neatly to [7]’s basic elements of adversarial thinking. Of course, learners can practice their analytical, creative, and practical skills without any thought to adversarial thinking (as current anecdotal evidence in L2 classrooms suggests). However, my concern here is to identify promising links between security mindset themes and features of L2 learning that could be leveraged by materials designers and practitioners to develop students’ security thinking. Below, I explore opportunities for students to exercise their analytical, creative, and practical intelligences in ways that specifically engage security mindset fundamentals.

1) Fostering analytical capacities: Language is a rule-governed and protocol-rich system made up of phonetic/phonological, morphological, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic subsystems [37]. While these subsystems can be subjected to intense analysis, speakers may not be consciously aware of this structure at all when learning their native tongues. L2 learners, on the other hand, are presented with a second chance to attend to language’s fundamental features [38]; L2 materials often highlight different subsystems of language with sections dedicated to explaining and practicing pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary, and social contexts. Whether students are explicitly taught – or merely exposed to – these subsystems in L2 settings, engagement with them requires knowledge of rules and systems on some level [39]. Here, one finds in-roads for developing students’ analytical capabilities more consciously. Students can begin to identify elements needed to build a successful message, while pattern recognition, outlier identification, and disambiguation are brought within learners’ reach. When coached to attend to technical and procedural concepts in language, students can identify threats to the integrity and availability of their messages – in experiencing how failure to apply a rule may inadvertently alter a message or render its meaning unavailable to their audience. Given that a speaker’s inattention, fatigue, or lack of training can result in communication failure, it may even be possible for L2 learners to take the view of themselves as the benign inside threat in their attempt to apply rules. Table I connects some examples of typical L2 learning content with recommendations from the literature for fostering analytical capabilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation for supporting analytical security thinking</th>
<th>L2 learning content and practices that can be leveraged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity with systems, rules, and protocols [7].</td>
<td>-Pronunciation rules, spelling rules, verb conjugations, noun declensions, sentence structure, social protocols, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example: When teaching letter combinations (e.g., ou, pf, ent, ll), teachers underscore that 1) the L2 system has its own rules, 2) knowing rules is key for using the system, and 3) changing one thing can have consequences: if mispronouncing “ou” in “merci beaucoup,” students risk complimenting a listener’s buttocks rather than saying “thank you.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putting together or breaking apart components [7]</td>
<td>-Attaching/separating prefixes and suffixes to/from root stems, pulling out parts of sentences to substitute with other parts according to linguistic formulae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example: When teaching French negation, the teacher shows students how to insert grammatical components into statements to completely alter their meaning.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Fostering creative capacities: If analytical intelligence means a facility for identifying and implementing rules in a system, creativity means a facility for identifying ways to exploit the rules [7]. Language is a creative system steeped in novelty with respect to combining words and rules [37], [42], [43] and L2 learning settings often entail encountering novel social conventions and contexts as well. Because L2 learners “need to learn new patterns…[and] appropriate new ways of thinking about what they perceive as established and taken for granted” [30, p. 55], it is unsurprising that exposure to other languages has been found to increase learners’ creativity [44]. I suggest that by providing (or not providing) spaces for students to take creative risks with the target language to bend and break the rules, L2 instructors may greatly influence the extent to which students exercise creative intelligence. Table II connects typical L2 learning content to recommendations from the literature for fostering creativity with regard to security thinking.

2. Anecdotally, I have observed L2 students’ creativity in at least two ways: 1) playing within L2 rules and 2) intentionally bending or breaking the rules. While neither has to be done adversarially, I suggest both can enhance security thinking.
### TABLE II. CREATIVE LINKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation for supporting analytical security thinking</th>
<th>L2 learning content and practices that can be leveraged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Exposure to novel / unconventional perspectives [7], making "unique connections and see[ing] the world in original ways" [7, p. 6] | ● Novel sounds, words, rules, behaviors, and attitudes  
   - Lack of equivalency of concepts  
   *Example: Teachers point out to French students that some dialects have no word for 70, but it is expressed by "sixty-ten." The teacher helps students consider how this alternate way to "do" numbers challenges them to reexamine concepts previously taken for granted, and how this helps them look out for potential future "surprises."* |
| Imagining unorthodox responses [7] | ● Exercises inviting unique responses rather than relying exclusively on predetermined "correct" responses  
   - Dialogues that go off-script  
   - Exercises that don’t penalize mistakes made by experimenting  
   *Example: In asking students to create a basic dialogue with greetings, teachers can allow them freedom to experiment and formulate their own dialogues based on (but not bound to) provided examples. Teachers can point to how departing from the standard script is one way hackers experiment with using old rules to do unexpected things.* |
| Putting old things together in new ways [7], manipulating / subverting system rules to create novel outcomes [45] | ● Combining sounds/words/phrases/gestures in previously unmodelled/unprescribed ways  
   - Conjunctions and/or as a tool for building infinite loops  
   - Intentionally using informal language when formal is required (or vice versa) to tinker with social dynamics  
   *Example: When teaching “and” and “or,” the teacher can highlight how students now have a way to extend phrases ad infinitum. With only a few basic words, students can create unique utterances possibly never said before. Teacher draws attention to the creative value of asking “What can be done with what I have?” – a typical way of thinking for hackers.* |
| Exposure to open-ended challenges [9] | ● Language situations where multiple utterances are possible  
   *Example: Teachers can encourage student creativity through lessons using “what” and “why” and underscore how security questions are often open-ended.* |

### TABLE III. PRACTICAL LINKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation for supporting analytical security thinking</th>
<th>L2 learning content and practices that can be leveraged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Exposure to using/opportunity to use “social and communication skills that enable them to [get] people to release essential information or to perform critical actions” [21, p. 72] | ● Politeness strategies such as greetings, using formal / informal language to be respectful/friendly  
   - Adopting a different persona for different conversations  
   *Example: When teaching different strategies for greeting people, teachers can help students evaluate the impact of using formal language to show respect and informal language to show familiarity. Teachers can help students think about how each is used in social engineering.* |
| Fitting in/evading detection [7] | ● Learning physical gestures  
   - Issues of pronunciation/accents/regional variation in vocabulary  
   *Example: In a dialogue scene where students read from scripts, teachers can help students consider how their speech and behaviors might change when playing the role of a child, neighbor, or senior, and how attackers do this to blend in.* |

3) Fostering practical capacities: Language is practical whenever it has “a direct bearing on what we want and plan to do” [36, p. 1]. When giving commands or making judgments, speakers employ practical aspects of language [36]. In such speech acts, speakers endeavor to adapt, shape, and select elements of their environment – core aspects of social engineering where hackers employ any number of strategies to achieve their goals [7]. In settings mediated chiefly by language such as email or texts, social engineering may involve linguistic politeness strategies in addition to other tactics used by hackers, such as pretexting [46]. When L2 learners are taught about formality, greeting protocols, and politeness strategies, they are in fact learning to recognize and use tools in a hacker’s repertoire. Table III presents recommendations from the literature relevant to developing learners’ practical capabilities and provides examples of content in L2 learning settings which could be used to those ends.
### Recommendation for supporting analytical security thinking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L2 learning content and practices that can be leveraged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attending to the motivation of others/anticipating actions [7], [18]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Anticipating what others will say&lt;br&gt;Example: When presenting a scripted dialogue, the teacher can ask students to guess what the next line is in the dialogue before seeing what actually comes next. The teacher helps students consider the likelihood and appropriateness of various responses and connect this skill to security thinking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Viewing exchanges in terms of adversaries [9]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Flipping the script” on dialogues typically set up to be between friends&lt;br&gt;Example: Teachers can take any textbook exercise that is a dialogue set between friends and ask students to imagine how the interaction might change if one of the speakers is attempting to steal information or provide inaccurate information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Being exposed to the consequences of one’s own errors [3]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Attending to feedback from listeners/readers/instructors to find out how successful communication was&lt;br&gt;• Managing miscommunication&lt;br&gt;Example: Teachers can indicate to students when they fail to get parts of their message across, and help troubleshoot where the failure occurred (pronunciation, grammar, word choice, gestures, loudness, etc.). Students can consider how consequences can change depending on the message’s value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic reasoning in scenarios with multiple actors, accounting for others’ possible behavior and anticipating how various strategies would play out [47]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Multi-person improv&lt;br&gt;• Dialogues with complex plots&lt;br&gt;Example: Teachers can invite students to create a skit with multiple characters interacting. The teacher directs students’ attention to imagining possible outcomes between characters; students can present multiple versions and consider the likelihood of certain events.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4) **Fostering situational awareness:** Language is situated [48]. L2 instruction can foster students’ security mindsets by capitalizing on this feature. Indeed, L2 curricular materials already do this when including information about cultures and places, and textbooks can provide background information or context to introduce dialogue scenes and other activities (e.g., [49], [50]). Conscious attention to the sum of these details can open the door for students to make sociolinguistic judgments about which utterances and behaviors are optimal in a given context. This can be extended further by directing students to gather clues about trustworthiness or likelihood of events. When conversations are situated in a context (e.g., “You are on your way to an afternoon party when you see your classmate Françoise sitting at a café”), L2 instructors have numerous opportunities they can leverage to direct students’ attention to factors that could impede communication or lead to undesirable outcomes (e.g., “Is the café crowded? What could a pickpocket get from you? Is it important to know the time of day when greeting in French? How do you pronounce Françoise’s name to avoid misgendering her?”) Attending to situational details can point students toward notions of data type and value as well, raising awareness about appropriate contexts for sharing. As students perceive, comprehend, and project in (simulated or real) novel situations – drawing on analytical, creative, and practical capabilities – their information-gathering and decision-making skills can become routine.

Situational awareness can also be invoked at more technical levels. Learners perceive and comprehend language mechanics with varying degrees of awareness [51]. Here, awareness refers to “explicit knowledge about language, and conscious perception and sensitivity in language learning…and…use” [52, para. 1]. Horneman’s [26, para 9] notion of knowing “what should be” would seem to apply to learners’ efforts to gather this explicit knowledge about language. The fact that L2 learning is often characterized by continual self-correction (an arduous process!) suggests that learners are also inferring “when should be and is do not match” and “do[ing] something about the difference.” Through practice and feedback, skills such as these can become automatic [53]. Table IV presents recommendations from the literature relevant to developing learners’ situational awareness and offers corresponding examples in L2 learning settings.
with prior knowledge. In order to exploit links identified L2 instructors in fostering students' security mindsets. It is possible to explicitly develop curricular materials and spaces to generate discussion about language [47, p. 60]. This relies on the instructor's capacity “to recognise possibilities to generate discussion about language” [26].

### TABLE IV. SITUATIONAL AWARENESS LINKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements needed for situational awareness</th>
<th>L2 learning content and practices that can be leveraged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Observing, perceiving, and gathering information [24], [54], i.e., “track[ing] what is” [26] | • Directing attention to non-verbal cues when speaking with others  
   • Noticing the time of day, etc.  
   • Asking for information  
   Example: Teachers can help students observe and engage in multiple forms of information gathering, and point out that this is central to lessons about asking people’s names, origins, feelings, identities, roles, nationalities, and ages, as well as lessons about places and customs. |
| Seeking the meaning of gathered information [24], comparing observations of “what is” with one’s knowledge of “what should be” [26] para. 9 | • Inferring how someone is feeling  
   • Evaluating trustworthiness  
   • Checking for spelling errors  
   Example: One textbook activity [49, p. 25] required learners to infer how people in images were feeling (in order to project these people’s likely responses to the question, “How’s it going?”). |
| Projecting future status, predicting problems [24] (i.e., asking “How can ‘x’ fail?”) | • Predicting conversation partners’ behaviors in a given situation  
   Example: Teachers can encourage students to imagine themselves “staying with a host family…[and] ask how they think their French host father might react if they were to call him by his first name and why he would react that way” [49, p. 23] |

However, while multiple awareness-raising practices involving analysis, creativity, strategy, and context in L2 instruction are possible, the caveat is that implementation relies on the instructor’s capacity “to recognise possibilities to generate discussion about language” [47, p. 60]. This invites an examination of how curricular materials and spaces might be explicitly developed to lift some of this burden off L2 instructors in fostering students’ security mindsets.

### B. Reimagining L2 learning curricular materials and spaces

We cannot expect all L2 instructors to be security experts with prior knowledge. In order to exploit links identified above, there would be a need to develop security-minded curricular resources that unpack these foundational links between language and security thinking for L2 instructors. Brief write-ups alongside course material could highlight various capabilities and concepts, explain their connection to security, and describe how they are fostered through given L2 skills or activities. Developmentally-appropriate explanations could also serve to help students identify areas of personal aptitude and interest. Moving beyond the identification and practice of foundational concepts, resources could be developed that leverage traditional L2 subject content to invite discussions about security topics. Content about phishing and pretexting could also be introduced through the deliberate selection of texts without compromising students’ rich interaction with the target language. L2 content could be complemented and enriched by the inclusion of specific security-minded questions. This would likely be in beginners’ first languages (L1); as students advance, it would increasingly be in the L2. (For educators who prefer not to use students’ L1, I submit that alternative ways can be conceived for drawing attention to various security issues. Implementation is scalable and should be responsive to the goals and desires of the classroom.) Some examples are listed here:

- **Asking and telling names:** When is it okay to share a name? How can names be used to get your cooperation?
- **Greetings:** How might attention-getters (like bonjour) be used to impact situational awareness (positively and negatively)?
- **Numbers:** When is it more/less safe to share phone numbers? What can hackers do with it? What is the weakness of information encoded within numbers (lack of redundancy) and what precautions can be taken to make sure accurate data gets to the intended audience?
- **Interpreting photos/texts:** How can multiple data be used to address ambiguity? How could a strong desire to resolve ambiguity fail us?
- **Dialogue activities:** How does thinking someone is a friend/adversary impact what we will do or say?
- **Asking/telling personal information:** How many data points are necessary to identify an individual?
- **Interpreting and evaluating target-language content:** What information is available in this photo/text? How trustworthy is the image/text?

New lessons and spaces could also be created. L2 instructors often already display images of flags or café scenes; instructors could consider adding an (image of an) automatic bank machine or marketplace, setting the stage for students to engage in real-world target-language scenarios that introduce classmates playing the roles of strangers or potential adversaries. (In these instances, equipping students with optional vocabulary may be useful; when asking and telling time, for example, students might also find the phrase...
“I’m sorry, I don’t have my phone” quite useful – particularly if their dialogue scene has been set after dark by the bank machine.)

A panoply of avenues for potential exploitation suggest that L2 learning settings could prove effective resources for targeting the development of students’ security mindsets. Moreover, many of these avenues align with calls in L2 instruction for more open-ended questions and interactive communication exchanges [55], and situated learning experiences that connect language with culture [56].

IV. SIGNIFICANCE

In what follows, I offer some preliminary thoughts regarding the value of implementation.

A. A novel conception for a novel population

These links between L2 learning and security thinking diverge from established conceptions of how language can support cybersecurity efforts. Traditionally, the link between language and security has been about the utility of a specific language (e.g., Urdu, Arabic, etc.) for carrying out security work. The advantages of fluency in particular languages are well documented within the general security sector [57], [58] and others have noted the prominent role that Linguistics plays in cybersecurity [59]. But such roles have still hinged on technical or highly specialized skills, leaving students in non-technical fields with few opportunities to get into cybersecurity [12]. However, in identifying a connection between security thinking and language learning in general, the door is opened for L2 classrooms potentially everywhere to participate.

The magnitude of this becomes clear when considering the most recent National K-12 Foreign Language Enrollment Survey Report [60]; almost 20% of K12 learners (or 10,638,282 students) in the U.S. educational system were enrolled in a FL program in 2017; that figure is much higher for the percentage of students participating in some form of high school FL study before graduation [61]. The number of children in ELL programs in the United States is estimated to be more than 10% or around 5 million students [61] and growing [62]. While FL and ELL populations are not mutually exclusive, these data nonetheless suggest a significant number of students in a position to meaningfully engage with fundamental security concepts. At least 23 U.S. states identify L2 study as a graduation requirement, while admission criteria at colleges and universities across the United States frequently require prior L2 study for matriculation [63]. For any of these students, L2 classrooms can serve as an gateway to technical, creative, and practical subfields within cybersecurity. While educational philosopher Nel Noddings [64, p. 675] wisely cautioned that we should be careful not to replace “systematic and sequential learning” with “incidental learning” – particularly for careers that demand exacting training – she affirmed that it could “be powerful in inspiring further study.”

Casting the net wider could also serve to reduce cybersecurity workforce shortfalls while increasing diversity. Scholars have lamented the under-representation of women and minorities in cybersecurity, noting that teams made up of people with different backgrounds are more effective [65], [66]. Because the L2 content and processes examined here are already found in existing FL and ELL settings, and because implementation could be scaled to suit educational and institutional realities, this is an initiative that need not leave any districts or students behind.

B. The human factor

Rooting these efforts in L2 learning settings can reduce the risk of overlooking human factors. Just as language can and should be approached as more than “an abstract…set of rules…that exists independently of situated action in the world” [67, p. 2], so security can and should be, too. While both security and language can be viewed as a set of abstract technical principles, it is perhaps much easier in modern language settings to be reminded of the incompleteness of such a view. Thanks to language’s profoundly technical and social aspects, security issues considered in this context can be both the object of intense analysis while remaining grounded in the human sphere.

Finally, I maintain that infusing L2 learning environments with security themes is not only beneficial for security thinking, but for L2 classes. As security themes deal with the whole of life, what it means to be human, and how to interact with others, L2 students have opportunities to consider questions of enduring import.

V. CONCLUSION

While scholars have debated whether security mindsets are taught or fostered, they have roundly acknowledged that greater development of security mindsets is needed [9], [3]. In this paper, I argued that K12+ L2 settings can be leveraged to foster situational awareness and analytical, creative, and practical fundamentals of security thinking in a wider population, potentially attracting more diverse talent into the field of cybersecurity. Without major curriculum overhaul, typical language concepts and topics in L2 learning settings can serve as in-roads for practicing security concepts. In tying abstract security principles to situations rooted in human communication, L2 learning is enriched; security mindsets come to life.
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